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Limited Warranty
Aviation Supplies and Academics, Inc. (ASA) warrants the Instrument Refresher: An IPC Simulator product, (that, if)
when properly installed and operated on a computer for which it is designed, (the program) will perform substan-
tially in accordance with the accompanying written materials for a period of 45 days from the date of purchase. ASA
warrants Instrument Refresher: An IPC Simulator to be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal
use. ASA does not warrant that the program will be uninterrupted or error-free. This Limited Warranty is void if
failure of the software has resulted from accident, abuse, or misapplication. The sole and exclusive remedy available
to the purchaser or user of this software and accompanying documentation, should the program be found unsatisfac-
tory, is a refund or replacement of the product. ASA will replace the software with the same version once the entire
package (CD, manual, packaging) is received by ASA during the warranty period. All returns shall be sent to ASA,
Software Warranty, 7005 132nd Place SE, Newcastle, Washington 98059-3153. ASA cannot accept responsibility for
lost or damaged parcels. If you are planning to run Instrument Refresher: An IPC Simulator on more than one
workstation, call ASA at (425) 235-1500 to register.

License Agreement
By opening the sealed packet containing the software CD, you indicate your acceptance of the following ASA License
Agreement. If you do not agree to the terms of this agreement, promptly return the complete product with the CD
packet unopened to your place of purchase.

1. You may use this program on a single computer or on a single networked group of computers that share a
common CD drive on which the program is stored, provided that access to the program is limited to a single user.

2. The software is owned by Aviation Supplies & Academics, Inc. (ASA) and is protected by United States (U.S.)
copyright laws and international treaty provisions. Therefore, the software may not be copied except to transfer
the software to a single hard disk provided you keep the original for backup or archival purposes only.

3. You may not rent, lend, or lease the software, but you may transfer the software and accompanying written
materials on a permanent basis provided you retain no copies and the recipient agrees to the terms of this
Agreement. You may not disassemble, decode or tamper with the software. If the software has been updated, any
transfer must include the most recent update. You may not copy the written materials accompanying the software.

4. In no event shall ASA be responsible for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or similar damages or lost
data or profits. The purchaser is entitled to the benefit of the warranties provided by this license and warranty
agreement only if the enclosed product registration card is completed and returned to ASA within 45 days of
purchase. You agree to the Limited Warranty stated in this Operating Handbook.

5. This license shall remain in effect until terminated as set forth in the Agreement. You agree that this Agreement
will be governed by the laws of the State of Washington.

Please contact ASA if you have any questions concerning this Agreement. Write to:
Aviation Supplies & Academics, Inc.
7005 132nd Place SE
Newcastle, Washington 98059-3153
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Quick Start Guide
If you are familiar with Windows-based graphics programs and want to get started
as quickly as possible, the following will assist you to get up and running.

Connecting the Flight Controls
Before running the installation routine, please ensure that the flight controls you
plan to use with the program are attached to the computer and the current drivers
from the manufacturer are installed (please do not use manufacturer’s configura-
tion utilities). If your flight controls in the present configuration work with ASA’s IP
Trainer Version 6.5 or On Top 8.0, they should work with the IPC Simulator. This
program supports a variety of commercially available joysticks or yokes, as well as
custom-made flight controls such as consoles and avionics panels in Free Flight (the
lessons use yoke or joystick control inputs only).

Installing IPC
You may install the IPC Simulator in a subdirectory of your own choosing. A mes-
sage will appear in the installation routine suggesting a path and permitting
change. We recommend C:\ASA\IPC1.0. Please note that the main programs and
world database must reside at the same level of the file folder structure. If you have
previously installed and modified the database of an ASA simulator product, you
might want to preserve your changes and not overwrite the database, or you might
want to use one database for all three programs.

Calibration Screen
After starting the program and going through the introduction (you can skip this
introduction by pressing your left mouse button), first-time users will be prompted,
“Flight controls require calibration. Press CALIBRATE.”

Once in the main Calibration screen, you will have the opportunity to perform a
“quick calibration.” Select the FLIGHT CONTROLS button. In the Flight Controls
menu, you should see your controls on the list. Choose the flight controls you wish
to activate by pressing the leftmost box of the two boxes on the right side of the
screen until an asterisk appears in the box.

Once you have selected the flight controls to be used with the program, press the
LIMITS button and perform a quick calibration by fully articulating the pitch, roll
and yaw axes as well as throttle, propeller, mixture, and rudder, as installed. Note
that the first controls you actuate will be the controls calibrated. For example, if
you have a throttle on the yoke, as well as a throttle quadrant, the first throttle
selected will be the one that is calibrated. If you choose incorrectly, you may reset
the limits and start again.

When finished with the limits, press the box marked BUTTONS. Press and hold the
flight control button (e.g., the trim up) while simultaneously clicking the left mouse
button with the mouse arrow pointing to the on-screen “up trim” triangle. Once
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activated, the mouse arrow will turn into a “crosshair.” When correctly assigned,
the triangle will turn green when the trim button is depressed.

You may now press the DONE button and enjoy flying the IPC Simulator.

If you cannot calibrate the flight controls in the quick-start calibration, you might
have to use the Advanced Mode, which requires a more detailed understanding of
the calibration routine as explained in the Calibrating Your Flight Controls
section on Page 18. If you still have difficulty with your flight controls, ASA has
many resources available, including online and telephone technical support.

The IPC Simulator Overview

Desktop Simulators 101
If you are an old pro at instrument flying, but relatively new to “flying” simulators,
get ready for an extraordinary experience. While not exactly like flying the real
thing, simulators afford the opportunity to tax your flying skills at a low per-flight-
hour cost, without safety concerns.

To get the most out of the IPC Simulator, we recommend you practice in the Free
Flight mode until you feel comfortable with how the simulator “handles.” This is
like transitioning to a complex aircraft or establishing the instrument configuration
numbers for your aircraft.

In the same manner, we suggest a flight “around the patch” in Free Flight “Fly
Anywhere” to get the feel of the IPC Cessna 172. Take off from the initial starting
point of Boeing Field (BFI) and climb at 500 feet per minute to 3,000 feet. Fly to the
outer marker, which is already tuned, and after passing the marker, make a stan-
dard-rate turn to 270. After rolling out of the turn, start the panel timer and head
out for two minutes. Descend to 2,000 feet at 500 feet per minute and note the
power required to maintain 90 KIAS (about 1,500 RPM). After the time elapses,
make a standard-rate right turn to 90 degrees and transition to approach level
(about 2,000 RPM and 90 KIAS). You will now be on an inbound heading to inter-
cept the final approach course for BFI ILS Runway 13. Select the MAP button by
pressing the Menu button at the lower right side of the screen and check it out.
The radios are all tuned and ready for you to slide down the glide slope.

If you find the above exercise to be a piece of cake, you are ready to jump in and
start the challenging IPC Simulator course. On the other hand, if you are like many
new to this kind of “flying,” you might want to raise the ceiling, broaden the
visibility and go to your home base to become more familiar with the differences
associated with flying the simulator versus your airplane.

Course Overview
The IPC Simulator contains 24 lessons divided into four “blocks” of learning: Radio
Navigation, Airwork, Enroute Procedures, and Instrument Approaches. A
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fifth block, IPC Flight, is one long lesson that simulates a comprehensive instru-
ment proficiency check flight. A sixth block, called Free Flight, allows you to leave
the instructional environment and fly on your own, with no guidance or prompts.

The purpose of IPC Simulator is not to teach you how to fly instrument procedures.
It is assumed you already have performed the skills necessary to obtain an instru-
ment rating. If you have not, ASA’s IP Trainer might be the better choice for you.
The primary purpose of the IPC Simulator is review—to take off a little of the rust
on your instrument skills and prepare for the instrument currency maneuvers
mandated by the FAA.

Included in the IPC Simulator is a built-in instructor, “Stan,” who teaches a consis-
tent and approved method of instruction for each lesson in the syllabus. (Stan’s tips
are included in the lessons as well as in Appendix 1.) While there are many correct
ways to teach any given instrument procedure, the IPC Simulator teaches only one
method. You can feel confident that an acceptable teaching methodology is used
for each procedure taught. If you need a more in-depth explanation of a proce-
dure, try one of ASA’s books on instrument flying, or an hour or two with your
individual flight instructor, to expand upon and fine-tune your technique.

Taking the Course
To receive the maximum training value from your investment in Instrument
Refresher: An IPC Simulator, you will want to approach it from a professional
standpoint. Do not use it as you would a “game.” Fly the simulator as closely as
possible to the real aircraft.

Proceed directly to the lessons or areas you feel might be weak from lack of recent
experience. For example, in typical instrument flights, holding patterns are not
frequently encountered. Consequently, you might want to go directly to Radio
Navigation to brush up on the more difficult holding entries.

Suggested Road Map
Take the following steps:

1. Calibrate your yoke or joystick; it is helpful to program one of your buttons to
PROCEED.

2. Select NEW LESSON; press BRIEFING; read the lesson briefing and study the
appropriate charts and diagrams.

3. Press TRAINING to begin the flight lesson.

4. Select the EXPLAIN mode and study the IPC’s simulated CFII executing the
procedure. Make sure you understand each step.

5. Select the EASY mode and have the IPC-CFII prompt you through the procedure
until you think you can execute it without prompts.

6. Select the MODERATE mode and practice the procedure without prompts until
you can complete the procedure without making errors.
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7. Select the DIFFICULT mode and practice with little margin for error. When you
can practice the procedure to your satisfaction, you are ready to proceed to the
next lesson. If you have successfully completed the EASY or MODERATE mode
and are satisfied with your performance, you may proceed to the next lesson
from that point. Take a look at the EVALUATION and if you feel you have
performed to your satisfaction, and the errors are more related to the computer
program than your flying skills, go on to the next lesson.

8. Press MENU to select a New Lesson, Evaluate, or Quit the program and return to
your desktop.

If you notice you are making consistent errors, or are having difficulty with lesson
modes, then your concentration on the new procedure may be interfering with
your execution of a previously taught procedure. Since you’ve already learned the
previous procedures, you can generally execute them during the learning of a new
procedure with a great deal of success. However, if too much time elapses between
computer sessions, then your instrument knowledge may deteriorate—as it can for
all pilots who don’t fly as frequently as they’d like. Conversely, if you are proceed-
ing through the course too rapidly, then you may not have mastered certain proce-
dural elements as well as you had thought. What do you do?

First, relax. It is only a simulator, and you are in the privacy of your own home—no
TFRs here to worry about. Remember, the computer program is without intuition or
a sense of humor. As a result, try to decipher what it is the simulator is responding
to. The best and easiest way to discover IPC’s expectation is to watch the Explain
mode carefully. What sequence is used? Does “Stan” Time, Turn and Talk or Turn,
Time and Talk? In real flying, as long as you accomplish the tasks smoothly and
completely, it makes little difference. But to Stan, who only understands 0’s and 1’s,
it’s “my way or the skyway.”

An example of a common problem concerns the panel timer. You might find your-
self crisply rolling out of a perfect standard-rate turn and hitting the panel timer
exactly as the wings roll level. Well, in actual flying, that would work fine, but the
IPC Simulator might warn or stop you. Why? The reason is logical for the computer.
It is waiting for you to roll the wings level, wait one second to confirm the criterion
has been met, and only then starting the panel timer. If you press the timer button
too early, the program believes you have not completed a step. If you are having
difficulty, the idea is to try to think like the computer.

One tip may help you master a procedure: as you execute the procedure in ques-
tion, constantly ask yourself: what are the next three things the program expects
me to do? If you are unsure, consult the built-in CFII Tips. Just as in flying your
aircraft, you want to stay “ahead of the PC aircraft.”

A series of streaming, onscreen warning messages are signaling that you made an
error in a procedure. Depending on the mode, after a number of warnings, IPC
Simulator might stop you. At this juncture, you may press the Continue button or
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the Backup button. Press the Continue button if you feel you can quickly rectify the
problem and continue on from your present position, and the lesson will resume.
Note that if you have deviated too far from the simulator’s lesson plan, you will be
stopped again. Press the MENU button at the lower right portion of the screen and
the CFII TIPS button to learn more about the lesson parameters and possible rea-
sons for the repeated stops. If you press Backup, IPC Simulator might “back you up”
to a previous part of the lesson, so you can try again. You will be given the choice
of backing up to a spot near to where the error occurred, or to a spot farther back.
Choose the former if you know what your error was and are confident you can
correct it easily; choose the spot further back if you’d like a little more time to
correct the error.

When you complete an Easy, Moderate or Difficult lesson mode, a color-coded
check mark is inserted into the Main Menu for the lesson. The color code legend is
printed at the bottom of the screen. A yellow check mark indicates you have
completed the Easy mode, a blue-green check mark indicates a Moderate mode
completion, and a black check mark, a Difficult mode.
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Occasionally, after a series of repeated “back ups,” you might find the program
stopping you before you can correct the error. If this situation occurs, your best bet
might be to repeat the lesson mode, noting precisely the sequence of events and
checking the CFII Tips.

Performance Evaluation
Your performance on a procedure is evaluated with respect to standards set by our
CFII staff members in accordance with the FAA Practical Test Standards. The EVALU-
ATE button on the panel may be pressed at any time to display the Performance
Evaluation for the current lesson. The “?” button next to each performance cat-
egory gives more information on that category. At the most detailed level, the
standards for a category are shown.

Get Ready for a Challenge
The IPC Simulator is a demanding and challenging software program. But instru-
ment flying takes the same type of focus and concentration. Going through this
review may test your skills to the fullest; we hope you will agree that the course
helped sharpen those skills more effectively and economically than would other-
wise be possible.

IPC Simulator is difficult because the Instrument Rating Practical Test Standards are
difficult. This is the foundation from which Stan, the simulated CFII, evaluates you.
You will be guided to keep your aircraft within a narrow band of tolerances that
have been set forth by the FAA. Just like your real flight instructor, IPC Simulator
knows how the procedure should be flown, and compares your execution with this
knowledge.

Only by warning or stopping you every time you stray outside the parameters, can a
computer program do what an instructor does to keep your skills sharp. So don’t
get frustrated—Stan is only applying the FAA standards. And unlike your actual
CFII, who may be limited by time, money, airspace or weather, IPC Simulator will let
you repeatedly practice a procedure until you are satisfied.

Free Flight
When you’re not taking a lesson, you can use Free Flight to practice instrument
procedures on your own. You may either fly the trainer from its initial location, or
click SETUP to change the trainer’s location, configuration and the current weather
conditions. The Free Flight database provides worldwide coverage and may be
edited to move NAVAIDS, change frequencies, or add other database components.

The IPC Simulator’s instrument approaches are included in the Free Flight mode. In
this phase, you may practice the approaches without the CFII’s comments or warn-
ings. You are set up at the initial point of flight and then left on your own to
practice the approaches. You may also use the built-in Scan Manager (see Page 37)
to hone your scan in various flight regimens.
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In the Free Flight, Fly Anywhere mode, you have the option of covering up the
faces of the flight instruments. To practice partial panel, for example, you can cover
the attitude indicator and the heading indicator by placing the mouse pointer on
the instrument faces and clicking. The instruments can be uncovered by clicking on
the faces again.

If you want to look left and right in the out-the-window display, press and hold the
mouse button in the out-the-window display, and slide the mouse left or right and
up or down to change the direction of the view. When you release the mouse
button, the view returns to the straight-ahead view.

Connecting Your Flight Controls
The IPC Simulator supports a variety of commercially available joysticks or yokes, as
well as custom-made flight controls such as consoles and avionics panels in Free
Flight (the lessons use yoke or joystick control inputs only). Before installing IPC
Simulator, connect the flight controls you will be using for your IFR flight simulation.

Use the following diagrams to connect your flight controls. Find the heading below
that best describes the controls you have, and follow the accompanying instructions
and diagrams.

Yoke or Joystick
1. Connect your yoke or joystick to the game port on your computer using the

15-pin cable.

2. Follow manufacturers‘ instructions for setting up drivers for your specific
controls.

3. For USB hardware, plug yoke into an available computer USB port.

USB Port
Yoke

USB

Game
PortYoke

15
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PFC Cirrus Yoke
1. Connect your yoke to the game port on your computer using the 15-pin cable.

2. Install the drivers for the yoke as described below.

Installing drivers for the PFC Cirrus Yoke
Win98/98SE/ME:

1. From the “Start” menu go to Settings, then Control Panel.

2. Click on Gaming Options or Game Controllers.

3. Remove any existing drivers for controllers that are NOT physically attached to
your computer by removing the controller listing shown under the column
labeled “Controller” (highlight and click Remove). After the controller and its
associated drivers have been removed, click Add.

4. Scroll through the listed drivers and click on 4-button flight yoke w/throttle. If
you do not use other gameport devices, most commonly rudder pedals, click on
OK. Skip to Step #6.

5. If you do use rudder pedals, make sure “Rudders/Pedals” is checked if you are
connecting the yoke through your rudder pedals, and that the rudder pedals
are connected to your computer’s gameport; then click on OK. If you use PFC’s
throttle quadrant, and have the rudder pedals connected to your throttle
quadrant, leave the “rudder pedals” option unchecked; IPC Simulator will see
the pedals through the rudder pedal connection within the throttle quadrant.
When using PFC’s throttle quadrant with the rudder pedals connected to it, we
recommend you connect the yoke directly to the computer’s gameport.

6. The controller status should show as “OK.” Click on Properties to verify its
proper operation in Windows, and calibrate the controllers, if desired.

Note: Calibration in Windows is optional; IPC Simulator requires its own calibration
routine. We have found it advisable to perform a complete calibration in Windows.
If you choose not to calibrate at this time and have a problem calibrating your
controllers within IPC Simulator, then calibrate in Windows to ensure that your
controllers are being seen properly.

Win2000/XP:

1. Follow Steps #1–3 above. For Windows XP users using XP’s standard desktop
view, select Start/Control Panel/Printers and Other Hardware/Game Controllers.
If you have Windows XP set to “Windows Classic,” then go to Start/Settings/
Control Panel/Game Controllers.

2. Scroll through the listed drivers and click on 6-button flight yoke w/two POVs
and throttle. Click on OK.

3. Follow Steps #5–6 above.

Note: For Win98/98SE/ME users, if you are using PFC’s newer 6-button yoke, in the
Game Controllers “Properties” box, you will notice there are only four buttons
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listed, even though your yoke might have six buttons or switches (as on the newer
PFC yoke). This is called “multiplexing.” When you press one of the switches, several
buttons light up on the screen. The user must tell IPC Simulator that the switches
are multiplexed. To do so, start IPC Simulator and go to the Calibration screen
(calibration details start on Page 18 of this manual). To select the multiplexed
option in IPC Simulator, go to the Calibration screen (CAL from the main menu) and
select Flight Controls. There are two columns of buttons on the right side of the
page. Select the rightmost of the two buttons on the line listing the “4-button
flight yoke w/throttle.” A box will appear with radio buttons, labeled Normal,
Multiplexed, “CH pro.” Select Multiplexed. (If the button will not “change,” press
Reset Calibration and try the same procedure again.) Now select the leftmost box
and configure as detailed in the Calibrating Your Flight Controls section.

Yoke or Joystick With Rudders
1. Connect your yoke or joystick to the Y connector on the pedals.

2. Connect the cable from the pedals to the game port on your computer using
the 15-pin cable.

3. For USB hardware, plug yoke and rudders into separate computer USB ports. If
your computer has only one available USB port, you will need to purchase a
separate USB hub. Connect this hub to your available USB port. Connect the
yoke and rudder pedals to the USB hub.

If you use a USB hub, you must ensure that the yoke is shown as device #1, and
the rudder pedals are displayed as device #2, within “game contollers” found in
Windows Control Panel.

Rudders

Yoke

1515

15

Game
Port

USB

USB Port

Yoke
USB

Rudders
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Adding the PFC Cirrus Throttle Quadrant
1. Connect the throttle quadrant to the ECI using the 25-pin cable.

2. Connect the ECI to the serial port on your computer using the 9-pin cable.

Note: If you do not have a 9-pin serial port, use the 9-to-25 pin adapter supplied
with your ECI.

Throttle
Quadrant

Rudders ECI

Serial
Port

Power
Supply

ExtendedYoke

AV-1 Avionics Panel
1. Connect the AV-1 (using the port labeled “computer”) to the serial port on your

computer using the 9-pin cable.

2. Connect the power supply to the AV-1 with the 16-mm jack plug. Plug adapter
into wall outlet. Ensure red light on the AV-1 is illuminated.

AV-1
Avionics

Panel

To
Computer

To
Throttle

Quadrant

Serial
Port

Power
Supply
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Yoke or Joystick, Rudders and Throttle Quadrant
1. Connect your yoke or joystick to the Y-connector on the pedals.

2. Connect the cable from the pedals to the game port on your computer.

15 15

Game
Port

Throttle
Quadrant

ECI

Rudders

Yoke

Serial
Port

15

Power
Supply

RuddersExtendedYoke

3. Connect the throttle quadrant to the ECI using the 25-pin cable.

4. Connect the ECI to the serial port on your computer using the 9-pin cable.

5. Connect power supply to ECI with 16-mm jack. Connect power supply to wall
outlet.

6. For USB hardware, plug yoke and rudders into separate computer USB ports
(see figure below). Or use a USB hub.

Note: If you do not have a 9-pin serial port, use the 9-to-25 pin adapter supplied
with your ECI.

USB Port

Throttle
Quadrant

ECI

Yoke

Serial
Port

USB

USB

Rudders

Power
Supply

RuddersExtendedYoke
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Yoke or Joystick, Rudders, Throttle Quadrant and AV-1 Avionics Panel
1. Connect your yoke or joystick to the Y-connector on the pedals.

2. Connect the cable from the pedals to the game port on your computer.

3. Connect the throttle quadrant to the AV-1 using the 25-pin cable. Use right-
hand port labeled “to throttle quadrant.”

4. Connect the AV-1 (use left-hand port labeled “to computer”) to the serial port
on your computer using the 9-pin cable. If you do not have a 9-pin serial port,
use the 9-to-25 pin adapter.

5. Connect the 16mm connector that came with your Avionics Panel into the
16mm jack on the back of the AV-1. Plug the power supply into an available
wall outlet. Make sure that the red light on the AV-1‘s front panel illuminates.

1515

15

Game
Port

Throttle
Quadrant

Rudders

AV-1
Avionics

Panel

To
Computer

To
Throttle

Quadrant

Serial
Port

Yoke

Power
Supply

RuddersExtendedYoke
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6. For USB hardware, plug yoke and rudders into separate computer USB ports
(see figure below). Or use a USB hub.

USB

USB Port

Throttle
Quadrant

Rudders

AV-1
Avionics

Panel

To
Computer

To
Throttle

Quadrant

Serial
Port

Yoke

USB

Power
Supply

RuddersExtendedYoke

Note: When you are finished flying and would like to power down the system or if
you need to move/remove the AV-1, unplug the power adapter from the wall outlet
to remove power from the AV-1. Do not simply unplug the power supply jack from
the AV-1. This is a hot lead, and should not be left disconnected. Power should not
be restored in this manner either.
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Installing and Running IPC Simulator

Minimum Requirements
Before installing IPC Simulator, make sure your computer system conforms to the
basic minimum requirements needed for smooth and steady flight simulation at all
times.

• Pentium-class processor, 200 MHz or faster (Win98/ME), 300 MHz or
faster (Win2000/XP)

• Windows 98, ME, XP, or 2000 operating system

• 64 MB (WIN98/ME), or 128 MB (Win2000/XP)

• 120 MB available hard drive space

• CD-ROM drive (4x or faster)

• 800x600 SVGA video adapter and monitor

• Windows DirectX-compatible sound card and speakers

• DirectX 8.1 or newer

• Mouse

• Joystick or yoke

When you install IPC Simulator with the “typical” installation option, at first you
will have four program executables loaded onto your computer: one version uses a
32-bit color mode, one a 16-bit color mode, one a 15-bit color mode, and another
an 8-bit color mode. The differences between these modes are primarily in IPC
Simulator’s Out-the-Window views, with the 8-bit version providing a more tradi-
tional cloud base and visibility image. However, if your computer supports the 16-
or 32-bit versions, you will see terrain texturing, enhanced haze modeling, and
more realistic cloud base and visibility graphics.

If the program detects that your system does not support HiColor, a “compact”
installation is done. “Compact” includes only the 8-bit graphics executable and
graphics library file; therefore it requires one-third less space. When you run IPC
Simulator for the first time, it will automatically detect which of the versions your
computer and video adapter can support and will run that version. You may not
know until starting the program whether you’ve got 8-, 16-, or 32-bit color. To
detect which IPC Simulator version you are running:

1. Right-click on the IPC Simulator shortcut.

2. Select “Properties.”

3. Look at the command line on the “target” line. This is where you can edit the
program executable if necessary.

Note: There are a total of 4 .exe files that can be used to start the program: 8-, 15-,
16-, and 32-bit. Each higher number designates a higher graphic capability.
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Installation
1. Be certain your computer meets the minimum system requirements.

2. Connect the hardware components (yoke, joystick, etc.) you will be using with
the simulation.

3. Place the IPC Simulator CD-ROM in your computer’s CD-ROM drive.

4. The installation process will begin automatically. If it does not, then click on
your “Start” button. Select “Run.” In this box, enter your CD-ROM drive letter
followed by “setup.exe”; i.e., ”D:\setup.exe”. Or, select “Browse” to locate the
file and your CD-ROM. Then select “setup.exe.”

5. Select “OK” in the “Run” box.

6. The IPC Simulator installer will prompt you through the rest of the installation
process.

7. The default drive for installation is “C” and the path C:\ASA\IPC1.0, but you may
change the drive and path. Please note that the main program and world data-
base must reside at the same level of the file folder structure. If you have previ-
ously installed and modified the database of an ASA simulator product, you
might want to preserve your changes and not overwrite the database, or you
might want to use one database for all the ASA simulator programs.

8. After installation, a new group will appear in your START menu called “ASA
Interactive.” Click Start, select ASA Interactive, and then “Instrument Refresher
IPC” to run the program. Or simply double-click the IPC Simulator icon which
has been placed on your desktop.

A custom installation allows for the IPC speech files to be stored on your computer’s
hard drive. Storing the files on the computer will allow the IPC Simulator to run
more smoothly, and is necessary for use with MS Windows XP or 2000.

Calibrating Your Flight Controls
When starting IPC Simulator for the first time, you are automatically taken to the
Calibration menu. This is where IPC Simulator evaluates the input of your flight
controls, and where you tell the program what kind of physical control equipment
you have attached (i.e., yoke, rudder pedals, throttle quadrant, etc.).

After using IPC Simulator for some time, or if you experience erratic control re-
sponse in later flight, you might want to return to the Calibration menu. Similar to
readjusting your heading indicator to match your compass reading, returning to
the Calibration menu ensures that any changes on your physical controls, such as
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loosening springs or manually altered trim settings, can be compensated for by the
program. To return to the calibration screen from the IPC Simulator cockpit, click
menu and then CALIBRATE at the bottom right corner of the cockpit screen.

Note: Any time you press LIMITS, you must calibrate the controls before returning
to the cockpit. The remainder of the calibration process (assigning BUTTONs, etc.)
will remain intact, but LIMITS must be established each time.

The Calibration menu consists of several different screens:

1. FLIGHT CONTROLS, where you identify the flight controls you wish to use with
IPC Simulator.

2. LIMITS, which evaluates and adjusts the complete range of motion for the
control axes.

3. BUTTONS, which allows a range of cockpit functions to be assigned to the
joystick or yoke.

4. DONE, which saves the settings and returns you to the IPC Simulator cockpit.

5. TEST, which permits you to verify the action/reaction of the flight controls to
ensure functionality.

6. RESET CALIBRATION, which erases the data file storing the settings and clears
the control settings.

7. ADVANCED MODE, which is for experienced users to permit the use of non-
standard controls.

When you first enter the Calibration screen, you see a column of buttons from
which the calibration sequence begins.

Flight Controls
The first required calibration screen to select is the Flight Controls screen. It is
important for IPC Simulator to know what kinds of flight controls are being used,
and this list allows you to select them. By selecting the FLIGHT CONTROLS button
from the main calibration screen, you will have the opportunity to perform a
“quick calibration.” In the Flight Controls menu, a list is displayed of the flight
controls that your computer “sees.” If your screen does not list the controls you
have physically connected, check to ensure that they are connected, and the
manufacturer’s drivers are installed. Then press the “Scan” button in the upper left
portion of the screen or Reset Calibration from the column of buttons on the right
side of the screen. Additionally, ensure that you have only the control
manufacturer’s drivers installed but not other utilities (for example, CH Manager).
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Choose the flight controls you wish to activate by using the mouse to click on the
leftmost of the two small boxes on the right side of the screen until an asterisk
appears in the box.

Note: In the Flight Controls screen, two columns of buttons appear to the right of
the listed flight controls. If you noticed in Windows’ Properties when calibrating
the flight controls that there were only four buttons listed, even though your yoke
or stick might have six buttons or switches, the buttons are “multiplexed.” When
you press one of the switches, several buttons light up on the screen (this will also
be noticeable in the Buttons section below). The user must tell IPC Simulator that
the switches are multiplexed, so they may be correctly programmed. To select the
multiplexed option in IPC Simulator, press the rightmost of the two button boxes
on the line listing the yoke or stick you wish to use. A box will appear with radio
buttons, labeled Normal, Multiplexed, “CH pro.” Select Multiplexed. (If the button
will not “change,” press Reset Calibration and try the same procedure again. If the
button does not change, it is likely due to the fact that USB devices are “locking”
this selection.) Now select the leftmost box and configure as explained below.
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Limits
After selecting the flight controls to be used with IPC Simulator, click the LIMITS
button to proceed with the calibration process. On this screen you must fully cycle
all the flight controls you wish to use—yoke, rudders, and throttle quadrant, as
applicable—through their full range of motion. It is important for IPC Simulator to
know how much travel is available in the physical controls. If the yoke or joystick
has manual trim control wheels or levers, center them before continuing. The limits
must be set every time you enter the LIMITS menu.

Cycling the Controls
Move your selected yoke or joystick full forward, full aft, full left and full right.
Release it, and verify that the dot representing the center position is within the
central green box. It need not be in the exact center of the box, just within it.
Verify that the dot has turned from red to green.

Note: You must move the controls in both the pitch and roll axis before the dot will
turn green. If attached, apply full left and full right rudder pedal deflection. Verify
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that the dot representing rudder position is near the center of the horizontal
rudder scale bar at the bottom of the display, and the dot is green.

If you have an external throttle quadrant or built-in throttle on your yoke or
joystick (and you wish to use it), cycle the levers full forward and full aft. Verify that
the levers show full deflection, and the green dot has traveled to the full top and
full bottom of the vertical scale. If this is not the case, reset the limits and cycle your
controls again.

Note that the first controls you actuate will be the controls that are calibrated. For
example, if you have a throttle on the yoke, as well as a throttle quadrant, the first
throttle selected will be the one that is calibrated. If you choose incorrectly, you
may reset the limits and start again by pressing Reset, then pressing Limits again.
When each control is fully articulated, the red dot will turn to green to indicate
satisfactory calibration. (If the controls are not calibrating properly, an Advanced
Mode calibration might be required.)

Note: Should you decide not to use the throttle on your yoke or joystick, do not
cycle the throttle control. Leave the throttle dot red, and the mouse will actuate
the throttle lever.

Considerations for Configuring the Flight Controls
While it might seem you would want every physical control option to be used,
consider the throttle function of the mouse or the yoke/joystick. If the throttle is
calibrated on the joystick, the mouse-controlling features of the throttle are not
available.

The Precision Flight Controls (PFC) throttle quadrants shipped from ASA are typi-
cally 6-lever quadrants. If you own this unit, it will function in a limited manner
with IPC Simulator. For example, the leftmost throttle and mixture levers will
control the Cessna 172 in IPC. You may fully advance or retard the rightmost levers
to keep them out of your way. You may also keep the levers together when simu-
lating the 172, and treat the pair as a single lever.

Buttons
IPC Simulator lets you assign functions to the buttons and knobs that appear on
your joystick or yoke, making the simulation easier and more realistic. You can then
perform cockpit functions without ever taking your hand off the control. The trim
can be actuated; the proceed button pressed, the map toggled; the timer, an all-
important tool in precision and nonprecision approaches, can be started without
ever reaching for the mouse. All this is accomplished through the Buttons screen in
a simple and straightforward one-time setup.

When finished with the limits, press the box marked BUTTONS.

1. On the Buttons screen you’ll see the labels and symbols of the cockpit functions
that can be assigned to joystick or yoke buttons (trim, look, transmit, map,
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proceed, timer). To assign one of the buttons a cockpit task or duty, press and
hold the desired flight control button while simultaneously clicking the left
mouse button with the mouse arrow. Once activated, the mouse arrow will turn
into a “crosshair.” Release the button on your controller and the function has
now been assigned. When correctly assigned, the triangle, square or circle
associated with the function will turn from gray to black with green filling the
symbol when the control button is depressed.

2. If you wish to change button assignments, depress the button on the control
and at the same time left-click the mouse pointer in the “Unassign” square in
the lower right area of the screen. Then reassign the button as desired. You
may also repeat the process in Step 1 above, and the new assignment will
override the previous one.

3. If you press a button on the yoke or joystick and multiple switches light on the
Buttons screen, the switches are “multiplexed.” To correct this condition so the
buttons may be correctly assigned, return to the Flight Controls screen and
change the selection from “Normal” to “Multiplexed.” Detailed directions for
this procedure are found on Page 27 under “Device Configuration Window.”
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Done
When you are satisfied with the button assignments, press the DONE button and
return to the IPC Simulator cockpit to fly the simulator.

Test
The test page appears as a graphic compilation of the Limits and Buttons screens.
When the flight axes, throttle or buttons are actuated, the respective green dot or
symbol will appear.

Reset Calibration
At any time in the calibration routine, you may choose to press the Reset Calibra-
tion button to start the calibration routine over. You would start by selecting the
Flight Controls and proceed as outlined in the previous steps.
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Advanced Mode
If you are unable to properly calibrate the flight controls in the basic calibration, and
you are an experienced computer user, you might choose to use the Advanced mode.
The Advanced mode is more powerful, and therefore requires a more detailed
understanding of the calibration process. First, check to make sure that a flight
control utility, such as CH Manager, is not installed. Additionally, if no dot appears,
red or otherwise, when a flight control is configured, the flight control is likely not
“seen” by the simulator. This condition cannot be rectified through the use of the
advanced mode. Unless you are confident of your abilities, we recommend you call
ASA (800-ASA-2FLY) or check for support updates at www.asa2fly.com.

The calibration interface model has been developed to permit new flight control
devices to work in conjunction with IPC Simulator. When fully implemented, ASA
will produce DLLs as new flight control hardware is developed for the simulation
market. For the present, flight controls that have been successfully used in the past
will work without requiring special accommodation. However, flight controls
previously not used, or incompatible, with IPC Simulator will require either the use
of the Advanced Mode calibration or development of the new drivers.

When you enter the Advanced Mode, you have command of the majority of cali-
bration settings. Across the top of the Advanced Mode screen, you will find buttons
labeled, Exit, Reset, Calibrate, Scan, Buttons and Simple.

The top row buttons function as follows:

1. The “Exit” button returns the user to the IPC Simulator cockpit and saves the
current settings.

2. The “Reset” button functions in the same manner as the “Reset Calibration”
button in the basic calibration mode, which erases the data file storing the
settings and clears the calibration data.

3. The “Calibrate” button performs a quick calibration on the enabled devices
asterisked on the list (functions similarly to the basic calibration mode). When
the calibration is in progress, an asterisk is visible in the Calibrate button box at
the top of the screen.

4. The “Scan” button forces a poll of the devices attached to serial, game and
USB ports.

5. The “Buttons” box permits buttons to be assigned as in the basic calibration.
When the Buttons box is pressed, an asterisk appears to indicate that assign-
ments may be made or changed.

6. “Simple” returns the user to the basic calibration screen.

The main portion of the screen displays a listing of the Human Interface Devices
(HIDs) reported by Windows, as well as specific DLLs written for known flight
controls that interface with IPC Simulator (such as the CH FlightStick Pro). HID is
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Microsoft Corporation’s term for their built-in USB drivers that vendors such as CH
Products use to activate the yokes/joysticks in Windows. A listed item is therefore
either automatically detected or the program is “told” (by a DLL) that the device is
present. At the lower right portion of the screen is a graphic depiction of how the
simulator “sees” the inputs (Controls As Seen by the Simulator or CASS), similar to
the Limits and Test screens in the basic calibration.

To the right of the list are pairs of box buttons. When asterisked, the leftmost
button on each line indicates that the device listed on the line is enabled (such as,
the simulator is actively using the device). The rightmost button has two possible
functions depending upon whether the left box is asterisked. If the right box is
selected when the left box is not enabled, a device configuration window appears.
If the left box is asterisked, or enabled, and the right box is also selected, an indi-
vidual calibration box appears for the flight control listed.
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Device Configuration Window
The configuration window varies by type of device. Most yokes and joysticks will
have a configuration box with four sections shown: Buttons, Default assignments,
Filter and Required precision.

In the Buttons section, there are three “radio-button” choices. “Normal” indicates
it is a HID device using the typical default settings. “Multiplexed” indicates the
device has up to 15 buttons, which are encoded into a standard four-button se-
quence. If a device uses this setting, and is set to Normal, a button pressed on the
physical control, will cause two or more buttons to appear to be pressed on the
screen. By selecting Multiplexed, IPC Simulator will be able to interpret the signal so
each of the 15 control buttons may be individually assigned. “CH Pro” is the name
given to the older multi-button flight controls that used the standard six-button
and two 4-way switch protocols. Examples of such controls are the CH FlightStick
Pro and the CH Virtual Pilot Pro yoke. The default setting is Normal.
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The Default assignments section permits changeable or fixed channel assignments.
“Fixed” assignments are the default channel assignments predicated on the in-
tended usage being known. For example, the hardware and software would read
the gear switch on the throttle quadrant as fixed. Reassignment of this function is
not allowed in the calibration window. However, if “Changeable” is selected, the
default assignments would again be used, but reassignment of the function would
be permitted. By clicking the mouse cursor first on the control line then on the
CASS, you can change the channel assignments. The default setting is Fixed.

The Filter reads the signal being transmitted from the flight control as the IPC
Simulator software recognizes it. Since the signal from USB devices is strong, a
setting of None will often suffice. Max of 2 indicates that a minimum of two soft-
ware reads will occur to sample the signal (many errors are caused by dust on a
resistor, causing a momentary “open circuit” condition, which will produce an
artificially high reading). The Best of 3 selection will poll the device and discard the
poorest reading while averaging the remaining two. The default setting is Max of 2.

The Required Precision section allows for controls of lower resolution quality to
function with the simulator. If flight control is not capable of turning the red dot to
green, it could be due to inadequate resolution. There are three choices for gaug-
ing the precision, Normal, Low and Very Low; these variables are self-explanatory.
The default precision setting is Normal.

Individual Device Calibration Windows
The individual calibration window is potentially different for each device. It has
been designed so future development in flight controls may be adopted to make
the simulation more realistic.

When both boxes are associated with a single flight control asterisked, the indi-
vidual calibration window will appear. At the top of the box is a Calibrate button.
When pressed, the button will display an asterisk to indicate the listed flight control
is ready to be calibrated. A series of horizontal lines and boxes will appear within
the box. Before Calibrate is pressed, the CASS area will first display orange high-
lights to indicate the anticipated functions to be calibrated. When Calibrate is
actuated, the orange will disappear and other color combinations will come into
play (see below for color-coding explanation).

You may now proceed to calibrate the controls as you normally would. Fully deflect
and articulate the controls, until the lines are black and the dots are green. Then
configure the buttons by simultaneously holding down a flight control button or
switch, and pressing the left mouse button with the arrow on either a box in the
calibrate window or a button symbol at the bottom of the screen. The crosshair will
appear, and the highlighted corresponding button (in either the calibrate window
or the button symbol) may now be pressed to complete the assignment. The order
does not matter, but the button must be “linked” from one part of the screen to
the other to complete the assignment.
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Calibrate each flight control device separately (by placing an asterisk and removing
it after calibration), and when completed, asterisk the left box of the flight controls
to be used. To resolve conflicts, you may alternately asterisk the right boxes of the
controls to determine which functions are double assigned (see the color-coded
section below).

The calibration is depicted by lines with dots that move within the limits of the line.
A line may represent any control input. For example, on a typical control yoke, the
lines represent pitch, bank and yaw axes. The calibration box is active when both
the left and right buttons associated with a flight control are asterisked.

All of the calibration modes are color-coded:

• A black line with a green dot indicates the line is active, assigned, and has
“good” data. If the dot remains red, “bad” data is indicated and the input is
not reliable (for yokes and joysticks both the pitch and bank axes must be
calibrated before either will turn green in the CASS area).
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• A gray line indicates that the line has not been assigned, and no dot will appear
on the line. A gray line with a yellow dot indicates the input has a fixed assign-
ment and is presently disabled.

• If the line is red, more than one function has been assigned. For example, a
throttle that is assigned from a yoke as well as a throttle quadrant will show a
red line in two calibration windows. For IPC Simulator to function correctly in
this case, one of the assignments must be unassigned.

• In the lower right corner of the screen is the control box that depicts how the
simulator “sees” the controls (CASS). When a control is selected for calibration,
orange lines depict which functions the simulator expects to calibrate.

• Dark gray indicates that the channel has a fixed assignment, but is presently
disabled.

• Cyan indicates that an assignment has not been made, but the function is
“assignable.” Cyan can appear as a dot on a line or filler for a button symbol
and might appear on a white, gray, or black background, depending on its
status.

Altering Channel Assignments
A channel is assigned during a calibration routine. Once calibrated, you may assign
a control function, or remove the assignment, as you wish. To do so, place the
mouse pointer on the line or button and click the left mouse button. For example,
if the throttle on the yoke and the throttle on the quadrant are both assigned, first
bring up the Calibrate window associated with the flight control function to be
removed (in this case, the yoke/joystick). Move the mouse pointer to the line that is
red, depicting the throttle, and click on it. The line will turn gray with a yellow dot.
(It is assumed in this example that you want to use the throttle quadrant.)

Button States
A button can indicate four states:

1. Inactive—If a button is inactive, control hardware has not been assigned to this
function. The button or symbol would indicate a gray outline (circle) or solid
gray (square or triangle).

2. Off—The hardware has been assigned but is not actuated at this time. The
button or symbol would indicate a black outline (circle) or solid black (square or
triangle).

3. On—The hardware has been assigned and the flight control button is actuated.
The button or symbol would indicate a black outline, filled with solid green.

4. Error—More than one button has been assigned. The button or symbol would
indicate a red outline and/or red fill.
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Calibration Data Files
IPC Simulator creates two files that determine the control settings. The plugins.dat
file is a machine-readable-only file, which automatically saves the calibration
settings. It was developed so ASA might better support complex configurations. The
user cannot alter or modify this file. In some instances in which the user cannot
acquire proper flight control configuration, this file may be deleted. When the
simulator is launched, it will read basic information from the plugins.txt file (see
below) and start with a fresh configuration.

The other file is one that the user generates, called a plugins.txt file. In the
Advanced Mode, the small “plus” sign in the upper right portion of the screen
generates this text file. This file can be viewed with a text viewer and will also be
used to troubleshoot calibration routines. If there is no plugins.dat in the IPC
directory, the simulator will read the information from the plugins.txt file, thereby
initiating a fresh calibration. Should the user alter the original plugins.txt file by
pressing the plus sign in the advanced configuration, it would be advisable to use
the shipped version that is available on the installation CD. As new controls become
available, ASA will post plugins.txt files on the website (www.asa2fly.com).
Moreover, ASA technical support may request that one or both of the files be
transmitted to help determine the most effective manner in which to resolve
unusual control configurations.

Flying the IPC Simulator

Flying Tips
If you are new to flying simulators, your first experience might be somewhat
daunting. As you become more accustomed to flying the IPC Simulator, you’ll not
only become more comfortable with it, but will be amazed at how easy it is to fly
like the real thing.

The first thing you learn in instrument flying is to ignore your sensory perceptions
or “seat of the pants” feel. The truth is that you cannot completely disregard the
sensations felt in the aircraft; however, in the simulator you have no choice. As a
result, when robbed of about 20% of your perceptual abilities, you must rely solely
on what you see on the instrument panel to maintain the aircraft’s attitude. In this
case, what you see is what you get, literally.
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So, if simulators are is not exactly like real planes, why do you hear such good
things about them? The simulator is a tool, and like any good tool, it must be used
properly. Proper use entails sharpening your instrument scan, increasing your
situational awareness, experiencing instrument and systems failures, and develop-
ing flawless procedures. In short, you can simulate situations that you wouldn’t or
couldn’t do in a real airplane.

How do you best utilize this tool? First, get used to the feeling of the simulator.
Take it out for a spin in Free Flight and fly in familiar airspace. Fly the different
configurations listed at the bottom center of the IPC cockpit. Perform maneuvers by
reference to instruments as you would when transitioning to a new aircraft.

Once you are comfortable with flying the aircraft in climbs, descents and straight
and level flight, do all those things your instructor always reminded you about: trim
the aircraft, balance pitch and power, and keep your turns standard rate. Check to
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see if you are fixating on any one instrument. If so, be certain to keep your eyes
moving. Soon you’ll find that the instrument behavior is exactly like that experi-
enced in actual flight, and you’ll be far ahead of the learning curve.

Speaking of trim, notice the difference between trimming a simulator and a real
aircraft. In a real aircraft, to pitch up, you pull the stick or yoke back the proper
amount and trim off the pressure. The control stays in the same position. However,
most PC flight controls return to a center position. So, to perform the same action in
the simulator, you pull back and trim as before, and release the yoke or joystick to
the center position and notice the result. If you need more pitch up, pull back again
and trim, then release. You repeat the procedure until you can fly “hands off.”

One additional pointer: to get the most out of the IPC simulator, fly it as you would
the real aircraft. If you take procedural shortcuts, sooner or later they will likely
transfer to the aircraft cockpit environment.

Ultimately, the objective of the IPC simulator is to make you so comfortable flying
instruments that you will be able to read the instrument panel like a book, which
will keep you ahead of the aircraft at all times.

Adjusting Power
Power in the IPC Simulator can be controlled by the mouse or
by a joystick or yoke with a built-in throttle. See the “Calibrat-
ing Your Flight Controls” section (Page 18) to learn more about
setting your system for mouse or joystick control of throttle.

When using a mouse to control power, simply click on the
throttle handle image on your simulated instrument panel.
Hold the left mouse button in, and move the mouse slowly up or down across your
mouse pad or desktop. The throttle will be “grabbed” by the mouse, and move up
and down with your mouse.

There is another, even easier method of mouse control—click the RIGHT mouse
button anywhere on the IPC Simulator cockpit screen, and the throttle will be
actuated. Move the mouse up and down, and the throttle will be cycled in and out.
This method is easier because you don’t have to look for the throttle to grab it—it
activates the throttle from anywhere your mouse cursor rests on the screen.

When using a joystick to control power, simply slide the lever or knob on your
joystick (or yoke) forward and back—or up and down, depending on the device.
You’ll see the on-screen throttle move in relation to the movement of your physical
control. When using a joystick for throttle control, mouse control of the throttle is
inoperative.

IMPORTANT NOTE ON THROTTLE CONTROL USING YOUR JOYSTICK!
In IPC Simulator’s Free Flight mode, controlling throttle with the method described
above for a joystick is very straightforward and simple. But in the actual course
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blocks themselves, each lesson must begin with a pre-set throttle condition, or RPM
setting.

At the beginning of each lesson, you’ll see a yellow circle overlying the throttle,
representing the position your throttle needs to be in at the start of the lesson. At
simulation start, you must overlay the yellow circle image with the actual on-screen
throttle by moving your physical throttle control. When the two overlap and the
yellow circle disappears, you’ve caged the throttle and can click Proceed to con-
tinue your lesson. If you’ve chosen to disable the joystick throttle and use the
mouse for throttle control, you will not see the yellow circle overlay.

Adjusting Pitch Trim
There are four correct ways to control pitch trim in IPC Simula-
tor, and one absolutely wrong way.

The first way: When established at the pitch attitude and
airspeed you want, click on the on-screen trim wheel and slowly
slide your mouse forward or back. Any excessive control forces
you’ve been exerting on your joystick will seem to disappear, as
the simulated aircraft enters a trimmed condition. Think of it as extending a trim
tab into the relative wind—that’s exactly how the software sees it.

The second way: Use the “Fast Trim” button below the trim wheel.

1. Establish and hold the pitch attitude and airspeed you’re looking for;

2. CLICK AND HOLD the “Fast Trim” button down;

3. While holding the button down with your mouse, release the pressure you’ve
been holding on your yoke or joystick;

4. Release the “Fast Trim” switch, and the simulator will have
automatically trimmed itself for the new flight condition.

The third way is to program, from the Calibration screen,
two of your controller’s buttons to act as “trim up” and
“trim down.” When this switch is activated on your control-
ler, you’ll see the on-screen trim wheel move, and “feel” the
control forces needed to establish your configuration
disappear. See Pages 18–32 “Calibrating Your Flight Con-
trols” for more detail.

The fourth way is to program one of your joy-
stick buttons to engage the “Fast Trim” function.
See “Buttons” on Page 22.

The WRONG way is to use the elevator and
aileron trim sliders or knobs on the side or back of
your joystick or yoke, if so equipped. As far as the
software is concerned, using these controls does
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not extend that “virtual trim tab” into the relative wind. The program will seem to
fly OK, but your actual control response will be severely limited, just as it would be
if you were in an aircraft and refused to use the trim controls. Not only would your
arms get tired, but when you need full deflection of elevator or aileron, it wouldn’t
be there—you’re using too much of the deflection to maintain your pitch attitude
and airspeed.

Using the Control Menu
In the IPC Simulator cockpit, the Control Menu occupies the lower right part of the
panel. Clicking the Menu button  brings up the Control Menu.

The Control Menu has two areas: Lesson Mode, which is covered in the “Taking
Lessons from IPC Simulator” (Page 39), and Control.

Control will let you go to any of these areas or functions from within the IPC
Simulator cockpit.

New Lesson: Choose any new lesson or enter Free
Flight mode.

Evaluate: See the IPC Simulator CFI’s evaluation of
your lesson.

Calibrate: Return to IPC Simulator’s Calibration screen.

Quit: Exit IPC Simulator and return to Windows.

Tuning and Identifying the Radios
Each on-screen radio knob has an inner and outer
ring. Clicking either the left or right side of either
ring will rotate the knob in the chosen direction,
with the digits being displayed in the frequency
windows on-screen. Click once, and the digits
move one integer. Hold your mouse button down,
and the knob will rotate through all appropriate
frequencies.

To identify a station, left-click that radio’s rotat-
ing IDENT knob. To transmit on the COMM radio,
click the XMT button.

Setting the DG, OBS and ADF Cards
To rotate any of these cards, click the left or right side of
that function’s on-screen adjustment knob. Holding the
mouse button down will rapidly rotate the selected card
through 360 degrees.
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Setting the Timer
The timer is located at the lower left of the instrument panel. Click
Start to begin the timer function, and click Reset to reset the timer.

Marker Beacons
The marker beacon receiver indicator lights are found
in the instrument panel’s upper right corner above the
radio stack. To turn the beacon receiver on or off, click
the MB button.

Engine Sounds
A button next to the marker beacon on/off switch is
marked ANR, and stands for “automatic noise reduc-
tion.” Clicking this button turns off engine sounds
(don’t worry, it doesn’t kill the engine itself!) and
turns them back on again.

Scan Manager
Built into the IPC Simulator’s lesson structure is a device to help focus and tighten
your instrument scan pattern. Scan Manager is a unique system that helps to train
the eye to focus on the primary instruments during each phase of flight. By lighting
the bezel ring around each instrument in a sequential pattern, Scan Manager helps
instrument pilots refresh and sharpen their scan.

To activate Scan Manager, press numbers 1–7 on the computer keyboard to start
the scan patterns as follows:

1. Press the “1” on the keyboard and the instrument bezels will light in a general
circular pattern.

2. Press the “2” on the keyboard and the instrument bezels will light the “stan-
dard six” flight instruments plus the tachometer in a radial pattern.

3. Press the “3” on the keyboard and the instrument bezels will light for a straight
and level pattern.

4. Press the “4” on the keyboard and the instrument bezels will light for a level
turn pattern.

5. Press the “5” on the keyboard and the instrument bezels will light for a
straight-ahead climb or descent pattern.

6. Press the “6” on the keyboard and the instrument bezels will light for a
straight-ahead climb or descent at a constant rate pattern.

7. Press the “7” on the keyboard and the instrument bezels will light for a turning
climb or descent pattern.

To stop a scan pattern, simply press the “0” key.
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IFR Configurations

Power Settings and Speeds
These are the configurations, or specific settings of pitch, power and bank that
result in specific airspeeds and rates of climb or descent, that should be used during
the lessons (these are also placarded on the bottom center of the cockpit):

Cruise Level: 0 degrees pitch
2400 RPM
105 KIAS

Cruise Climb: 2 degrees nose up
Full power
90 KIAS
500 FPM

Approach Level: 1 degree nose up
2000 RPM
90 KIAS

Cruise Descent: 1 degree nose down
2000 RPM
105 KIAS
500 FPM

Precision Descent: 0 degree nose down
1500 RPM
90 KIAS
500 FPM

Nonprecision Descent: 2–3 degrees nose down
1200 RPM
90 KIAS
1000 FPM

Missed Approach Climb: 5–8 degrees nose up
Full power
75 KIAS
800 FPM
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Taking Lessons from IPC Simulator

The IPC Simulator Cockpit
The starting point for IPC Simulator is the cockpit. Click Menu at the bottom right
corner of the screen to bring up the Control Menu and Information buttons.

Included in the information box are four buttons. The MAP button will display your
current position. The BRIEFING button will bring up the lesson briefing text. The CFII
TIPS button will display Stan’s tips for flying the lesson his way. The HELP button will
bring up the program’s ReadMe document to provide general information.

Below the Information box is the Control Menu. Click
New Lesson to choose a Lesson or to enter Free Flight
mode.
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The Lesson Menu
At the top of the Lesson Menu you’ll see an array of lesson blocks (topics), along
with the IPC Flight block and Free Flight selection. Free Flight instructions are
covered in their own section (see Page 48).

When you complete an Easy, Moderate or Difficult lesson mode, a color-coded
check mark is inserted into the Main Menu for the lesson. The color code legend is
printed at the bottom of the screen. A yellow check mark indicates that you have
completed the Easy mode; a blue-green check mark indicates a Moderate mode
completion; and a black check mark, a Difficult mode. Notice in the figure when
you finish a lesson mode, a colored check mark indicates which mode has been
completed. In the figure below, a blue-green check mark indicates that the Moder-
ate mode has been completed.

Clicking any of the blocks (TOPICS) will bring up the lessons associated with that
block. Clicking a lesson will select that particular lesson.
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Click Briefing in the lower left corner to go to the selected
lesson’s briefing screen, or Back to return to the IPC lesson
menu to select a new lesson.

You may work through the lessons in the order presented within the Menu, or
select the lessons with the procedures you would like to practice. Each lesson is
independent of the others. But to get the most of the simulator you should strive
for at least one check mark on all 24 lessons prior to taking the instrument proce-
dure check flight.

The Briefing Screen
This screen will cover in detail what you can expect—and what is expected of
you—in the selected lesson. Clicking the Up or Down buttons will scroll the text, as
will the “PgUp” and “PgDn” keys.

The Cockpit Screen
At the start of each lesson, you are in the IPC Simulator cockpit, ready to fly. Your
altitude, heading, airspeed, and tasks are exactly what was specified in the briefing.
The only thing you’ll need to do is choose which Mode you will use. Click on the
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mode you wish to practice (EXPLAIN, EASY, MODERATE, DIFFICULT), then click on the
Proceed button on the lower left of your cockpit screen, which begins the lesson.

The Lesson Mode Buttons
Explain, Easy, Moderate and Difficult are the different modes IPC Simulator uses to
demonstrate, teach, and let you practice a lesson.

Explain
Stan, the IPC Simulator CFII, will fly the selected lesson, explaining his actions to you
as the lesson progresses. This is like watching your actual CFII perform a maneuver
or procedure in your training aircraft. Frequently, problems experienced with the
program may be remedied by closely watching the virtual CFII, noting each step in
the order in which it is performed and mimicking the procedure precisely.

Easy
In this mode, you get to fly the lesson. Stan gives you voice prompts as you fly,
instructing you on the next step throughout the procedure. If you make a mistake,
you will have approximately 15 seconds to rectify the problem. A streaming warn-
ing message in red letters will scroll across the screen. If you deviate from the
program’s parameters long enough, the CFII stops the simulation and explains the
error.

To gain further insight into the instructor’s intention when flying the simulator,
click on the MENU button on the bottom of the screen to pause the simulation and
then one of the INFORMATION buttons to bring up the Briefing, CFII Tips or Help
(see figure on facing page).

Moderate
This mode lets you practice without prompts. The lesson objective is the same as the
previous two modes, but there is no voice prompting from your IPC Simulator CFII.
In Moderate, after a brief delay of only 7 seconds, the streaming message appears.
If you do not correct your actions quickly enough, you will be stopped and may
continue or go back a step without having to re-fly the entire lesson.

Difficult
Finally, you must complete the lesson with few warnings and within IPC Simulator’s
FAA Practical Test Standard tolerances.

In general, you’ll want to use the Easy mode until you know it, Moderate until it’s
refined, Difficult when you’ve practiced to a high standard, and Explain if you’re
confused.
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The Evaluation Screen
Once you’ve completed a lesson—whether it’s an easy,
moderate or difficult mode—you’ll be prompted to
look at your Evaluation for that lesson. Click Evaluate
in the Control Menu to proceed.

There are several “layers” to any lesson. Each instruc-
tion you’ve received from the IPC Simulator CFII is
listed here and graded from Poor to Excellent. The
lowest level of scoring on any one part carries to the highest level of evaluation for
that particular lesson or segment. If you had a warning flashing across the screen,
you will see the warning in Evaluation and receive a grade of Poor. If you corrected
the mistake, such as losing and regaining altitude, and flew the remaining tasks of
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the lesson well, you might decide to proceed to the next lesson where you can pay
closer attention to altitude deviations.

(Note that at the bottom of the Evaluation menu, IPC Simulator tells you which
mode you have completed.)
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Clicking any of the ? buttons next to these elements reveals the third layer—the
Practical Test Standards that you must comply with. In the example above, a scale
will show how long it took you to maintain altitude, comply with ATC vectors and
track a VOR course. These are the numbers IPC Simulator uses to determine
whether your lesson was Poor, Good or Excellent.

If you score outside of the FAA Practical Test Standard limits, the evaluation scores a
‘Poor,’ and notes the number of warnings that were issued for the task.

Clicking any of the ? buttons next to this task list takes you to the second layer of
elements. Where the first list may have said simply “Climb to 4,000,” this second list
breaks that task down into its separate elements: Increase power, increase pitch
attitude, maintain constant rate of ascent, etc.
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Using the Map Option in the Evaluation Screen
Clicking Map will take you to the IPC Simulator map screen.

Flight Review acts like a VCR, letting you Play, Fast Forward, or Rewind your flight.

Plan View adjusts your overhead view by moving North, South, East or West with
the Arrows, or zooming In or Out to increase or decrease the area the map review
covers. Clicking the Airplane symbol centers your map on the IPC Simulator aircraft.

Profile View. Turn on or off the vertical view of your flight with the Select but-
ton, and use the Arrows and In or Out just as you do in the Plan View.

Click Evaluation to return to the Evaluation screen.
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Returning to the Cockpit
From the Evaluation screen you can click Cockpit
to return to your starting point. From there you
can change your lesson mode, choose a New
Lesson or Exit the program.
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Free Flight in IPC Simulator

Free Flight
Free Flight has two kinds of simulation experiences. The first is the Fly Anywhere
mode, which allows you to take what you’ve learned from the Lessons and practice
in your home airspace.The other Free Flight mode includes the instrument ap-
proach scenarios used in the lessons, but without the built-in instruction. The Free
Flight scenarios also include the Scan Manager option.
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Getting to Free Flight Fly Anywhere
To get to Free Flight, click the Free Flight button  located on the upper right
corner of the lesson menu, then click the Fly Anywhere button, followed by the
Briefing button. You can select any airport you desire; the default airport/runway
will be BFI, runway 31L.

The Free Flight Fly Anywhere Cockpit
The Free Flight cockpit looks just like the cockpit used in the lesson modes, until
you click the Menu button.

The Free Flight Fly Anywhere Menus
As in lesson modes, there are two areas to the Free Flight Menu. Free Flight,
where you set up the parameters of your upcoming flight, and Control in which
you may go to a NEW LESSON, view the MAP, CALIBRATE your flight controls or
QUIT the program.
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Setting Up “Fly Anywhere”
Every Free Flight excursion should begin at the Setup
Screen. Here, you tell IPC Simulator where you want to
start off, at what altitude, heading and airspeed, and
what the weather conditions will be like. In the Free
Flight Menu, click the Setup button.

The Reset button allows you to cancel any changes
you’ve made and return to the cockpit in your original
configuration.

Select Your Airport Area
Using the controls in the box marked Airport, insert
the 3-letter identifier for your starting point (for
international airports, precede the 3-letter identifier
with the country code). The up/down arrows will cycle through numbers zero
through nine, as well as the alphabet, allowing you to input the starting airport
identifier. Click Go to move the IPC Simulator aircraft to your selected airport.
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Position Your Aircraft
After clicking Go, the aircraft is positioned at the geographic center of the selected
airport, and you need to refine your position. Click and hold the aircraft symbol
and drag it to the place you want it to be. This can be on the numbers ready for
takeoff, or far outside the airport area, in preparation for an approach. If you can’t
see enough of the area outside the airport, use the Plan View controls in the
lower right corner of the screen. The Arrows will move the map view in any
direction, and In or Out will zoom the overall view scale. Clicking the Airplane
symbol will center your map view on your aircraft.

Now use the Aircraft controls to fine-tune that position. As you used the up/down
arrows for dialing in your airport ID, use the up/down arrows under Aircraft to
preset heading, altitude, RPM setting and airspeed. These values can include the
airport elevation, for starting off on the ground, or anything up to the maximum
limits of the aircraft.
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Setting the Weather
In the Weather box, use the up/down arrows to preset conditions for your flight.

Setting Your Selections
Once your airport, position and weather have been set, you need to click in the
Setup box to start flying. Set All will set position and weather for your flight. Set
Pos will set your airport and aircraft position but leave the weather as it was
previously set up. Set Wx will allow you to change the weather parameters of a
setup without changing your position. Cancel will take you back to the cockpit
without changes.
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Reviewing Your Flight
Review your flight by using the Map button on the Free Flight control menu.

Flight Review acts like a VCR, letting you Play, Fast Forward, or Rewind your flight.

Plan View adjusts your overhead view, by moving North, South, East or West with
the Arrows, or zooming In or Out to increase or decrease the area the map review
covers. Clicking the Airplane symbol centers your map on the IPC Simulator aircraft.

Profile View. Turn on or off the vertical view of your flight with the Select but-
ton, and use the Arrows and In or Out just as you do in the Plan View.

Click Back to return to the IPC Simulator cockpit.
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Exiting Free Flight
In the lower right of your screen is Free Flight’s Control Menu, with options to
return to the lesson menu through New Lesson, or Calibrate. Clicking New
Lesson will take you out of Free Flight. Clicking Quit will take you back to your
desktop.

Free Flight Lesson Scenarios
Free Flight includes nine preset scenarios, which situate the simulated aircraft in the
same positions as when starting the Instrument Approaches lessons. In Free Flight,
you may fly the approaches without guidance, stopping or evaluation. In this way,
you have the opportunity to quickly practice the canned approaches on your own.

Scan Manager is built into the Free Flight Lesson Scenarios, and can be used to help
train the eye to focus on the primary instruments during each phase of flight. By
lighting the bezel ring around each primary instrument in a sequential pattern,
Scan Manager helps instrument pilots refresh and sharpen their scan. (See Page 37
for details on how to activate and use Scan Manager.)
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Appendix 1: Lesson Tips
Meet the Instrument Refresher Instructor: Stan the CFI Man

I want to thank you for agreeing to fly with me. I am known as a tough
instructor, but I just teach the way I was taught. I have been teaching for 35
years with great success. It might sound rigid, but I have a system, like the
military, and each student follows that system. Some have said, “it is Stan’s
way or the skyway.” Probably a lot of truth there, but I get consistently
good results.

ASA asked me to guide this Instrument Refresher, and I agreed. ASA asked
me to make it easier so students could feel better about their skills and
accomplishments. I said, “I don’t think so!” I teach the way I teach and make
no excuses about it; I get results. I turn out quality students, good sticks.

At ASA, we want to make the simulation experience as effective as possible for our
program users. Bear in mind there are many acceptable methods to comply with
FAA regulations and procedures. Stan teaches one perfectly acceptable method,
which may vary from what you were taught or how you currently fly. If you are
completely comfortable with the procedural aspect of flying IFR, and you don’t
need a “refresher” so much as a platform to practice, you might just watch the
Explain mode. Refresh your memory on a holding pattern, perhaps, then go into
Free Flight and perform the maneuver without restriction or guidance. Only you
can be the judge of what is acceptable to you and your instructor.

However, if you do need a reminder of the procedural aspects used in instrument
flight, performed in the privacy of your home, this program was designed for you.
Stan is a strict instructor—we have no qualms about that. If you find yourself
fighting “the system” and consistently failing a lesson, reference this “cheat sheet”
to help you get the most out of your virtual flying experience. Use these tips to
understand what Stan is looking for. We hope these refined skills will translate well
to the cockpit when it comes time to take your real IPC.

General Tips
Stan has some general pet peeves that recur throughout the program. We will
discuss some general methodologies, and then go through the course lesson by
lesson to review the procedural aspects specific to the lesson.

Tools: The nice thing about a simulator is that you can stop, take a breath and see
where you are. Press the “Menu” button to stop the action or program the “Map”
function as one of your flight control commands. Then, every time you want to
pause and think about the lesson (or review these Tips), you can check your position
on the map. Press the Menu button a second time to start the lesson back up again,
continuing from where you paused. Another helpful tool included in the program
is the Scan Manager. The built-in scan patterns can help you stay ahead of the
aircraft in turns, climbs, descents, and straight-and-level flight by suggesting a
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route for your eyes to follow in viewing the primary flight instruments. The scan
patterns may be found at the bottom of every lesson briefing as well as by pressing
the CFII Tips button during a lesson. In addition, a full explanation of Scan Manager
is included in this POH.

Turns: One of Stan’s most consistent gripes is making standard-rate turns at a
stabilized rate and rolling the wings level at the completion of the turn. He insists
on standard-rate turns within a needle width or so of the turn coordinator bars,
and no rocking of the wings in the turn. When rolling out of the turn, there should
be no evidence of turning prior to taking the next action. If you are within five
degrees of the desired heading when you initially roll out, keep the wings level for
a moment before taking the next action—which might be to start the panel timer
or fine-tune the heading.

Airspeed: Another issue concerns airspeed control. Stan is adamant about main-
taining airspeed on approach between 80 and 100 knots, ideally about 90 knots
indicated. This means if you are at approach level at about 2,000 RPM, you need to
add some power in the turn to keep your airspeed from decaying below 80.

Sequence: If there is a sequence of events, that sequence must be followed pre-
cisely. While it may be perfectly acceptable to perform the tasks in a different
sequence, Stan believes that if you practice the same sequence over and over, the
chance of missing a step is decreased. So, while you are flying with him, he wants
you to do it as he prescribes.

An example of following Stan’s sequence would include the five T’s: Turn, Time,
Twist, Throttle, Talk. So, in a procedure, you would make the turn to the specified
heading, roll the wings level, stabilize, start the panel timer, twist to adjust the
radios and NAVAIDs, adjust the throttle to the proper setting for the configuration
and talk to ATC. Stan expects you to perform the events in that sequence, every
time.

Note that in the Explain and Easy modes, Stan will explain what you are to do every
step of the way. Wait until you are prompted and note the routine he expects you
to follow when you try the Moderate and Difficult modes.

Communications: Differentiate between ATC and CFII voice commands. When
Stan is speaking to you, the banner across the top of the screen will indicate,
“IPT-CFII.” You need to respond to ATC by pressing the “XMIT” button.

Configuration: As in any IFR scenario, it is important the pilot be aware of the
proper aircraft configuration settings for approach level, precision and nonprecision
descents, etc. Stan wants to see the configuration settings by the book. For example,
when a nonprecision descent is called for, Stan expects a 2–3 degree pitch down,
power to 1,200 RPM and a descent rate of 1,000 FPM. Refer to the chart at the
bottom center of the instrument panel view for details on each configuration.
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Approach Altitudes: When demonstrating an approach in Explain, Stan likes to
go right down to the MDA or DH. When he learned, it was acceptable to have a bit
of a plus or minus on the approach minimums. However, today, the PTS states “-0
feet descent below the minimums.” You may want to add a cushion of 20–40 feet
to your minimum descent altitude when flying the simulator yourself, so that you
will never bust minimums in actual flight. Your instructor will appreciate your
understanding of the regulations and procedure on the IPC ride.

Failures: If you are confident in the procedure and don’t want to repeat that
portion of the lesson, hit the “Continue” button if stopped. You still need to correct
the situation, but this option will let you continue with the lesson without backing
up and repeating any portion of it. Remember, this is a program designed to help
you sharpen your skills. If you over-bank to capture a VOR radial, but are within
safe limits, don’t fret if the program says you didn’t do a standard-rate turn prop-
erly. But be certain you are not making a procedural error in doing so. The impor-
tant aspect is that you are competently performing the procedure. If you stay
“ahead” of the computer, you will likely be ahead of the aircraft the next time you
fly. If so, your IPC flight will be effortless—which is what this program is really all
about.

Lesson by Lesson Tips
Part of instrument flying is the ability to remember and handle many tasks simulta-
neously. When everything is working as it should, flying instruments is quite easy.
But it is when things start going south that it becomes more challenging. Emergen-
cies, distractions, etc. make the routine much more difficult. If you can follow,
remember, and think ahead of the situation in the simulator, it will be of immense
help in actual flying. The great benefit of the simulator is to push you up to and
beyond your capability, so you can improve your actual flying performance. Do your
best and realize that by out-thinking the simulator, you will be well ahead of the
aircraft.

Radio Navigation

VOR Tracking
• If you keep the CDI needle within a dot of the course by correcting for the wind

component and maintain the specified altitude, you will have no trouble.

Intercept VOR Radial
• In this exercise, note that you must tune the radial precisely. This may be veri-

fied by checking the CDI numeric indicator window.

• As usual, maintain altitude, make smooth standard-rate turns and roll wings
level even if you are a degree or two off.
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Intercept NDB Bearing
• To intercept the NDB bearing you will double the angle of correction. Also, for

all the NDB work, Stan expects you to be within 5 degrees of your bearing to be
considered on course.

• Maintain altitude, make smooth standard-rate turns and roll wings level even if
you are a degree or two off.

NDB Tracking
• Remember to set the panel timer when flying outbound from the station.

VOR Hold with Crosswind
• This is a direct entry holding pattern procedure to practice wind correction in

the hold. When ATC talks to you, respond by pressing the “XMIT” button.

• After cleared for the hold, maintain approach level (no need to waste gas).

• If you overshoot the inbound course, he may require a 30-degree intercept
angle.

• He goes around the patch many times. Generally, if you are in Moderate or
Difficult mode, and you fly the procedure well, Stan will not stop you.

NDB Hold with Crosswind
• Remember to copy the clearance and read back.

• Transition to approach level.

• For a crosswind of 10 knots, he expects a 10-degree outbound correction.

• Standard rate turns, stabilize turn and level the wings.

• After leveling the wings, start the timer when the ADF needle is 90 degrees or
more with respect to the aircraft nose.

• Report hold entry.

• When you roll out on the bearing inbound, note the number of degrees off. If,
for example, you are 9 degrees off, double it (18), add to the WCA (e.g., 10) and
round (in this example, 30 degrees).

VOR/NDB Holds with Wind
• Remember to copy the clearance and read back.

• Transition to approach level.

• Make initial wind correction.

• Turn outbound and start timer after wings level. (If message appears that you
did not start the timer, press Continue and start timer again.)

• Report hold entry.

• Stan exaggerates the correction wind correction to illustrate how to best
compensate for wind.
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Teardrop Hold Entry
• Remember to copy the clearance and read back.

• Transition to approach level.

• Approximate wind correction as you fly to the NAVAID.

• For VOR hold, start panel timer when flag reads off or TO.

• After turning outbound and starting the timer, report the entry.

• Intercept the inbound course with a 30-degree intercept angle if you are
overshooting the course.

Parallel Hold Entry
• Remember to copy the clearance and read back.

• Transition to approach level.

• When flying to the NAVAID, notice the wind correction angle necessary to hold
your course. You can use this information to approximate the wind correction in
the hold.

• After turning outbound and starting the timer, report the entry.

• 45 degrees is about the maximum intercept angle you should use.

Airwork

Unusual Attitudes
• Nose High: Full throttle, pitch down to level, level the wings, once airspeed is

above 90 kts throttle to 2,400 RPM (remember as airspeed increases, so does
engine speed with a fixed pitch propeller, so you must continue to fine-tune
power setting).

• Nose Low: Retard throttle, level the wings (so wing is not overloaded), pitch up
to level, reverse the VSI (there is a lag, but a good indication of trend), once
airspeed is below 110 kts (remember fixed pitch response), throttle to 2,400
RPM.

Steep Turns
• Just like a real steep turn under the hood, a challenging procedure. Full power,

establish bank, maintain altitude, begin roll out 30 degrees before heading,
power to 2,400 (remember fixed pitch tendency to increase RPM with airspeed).

No-Gyro Unusual Attitudes
• Same procedure as regular Unusual Attitudes, but instead of focusing primarily

on the AI, use the ASI, TC, ALT, VSI and TACH for guidance to proceed as before.
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Enroute Procedures

Tower Clearance
• Stan expects you to set up the radios and NAVAIDs in the proper order, his

order. So, when he explains, set them up the way he does.

• Dial up ATIS 126.45, call ground on 121.6 for your clearance.

• To intercept V419 with vectors, initially tune Bradley VOR on 109.0, OBS1 to 060
for initial intercept of WITNY intersection (see chart), transponder to 4047.

• Contact ground for taxi, tune tower on 119.6 and request departure.

• Advance the throttle, pick up speed to about 60 kts, rotate and start your climb
out.

Non-Tower Clearance
• Tune Burlington FSS RCO on 122.5, get your IFR clearance.

• Tune ADF to 265 SXD NDB

• Tune NAV1 to 109.4 EEN VOR and OBS1 to 170

• Transponder to 6642

• Springfield CTAF 122.8

• Announce and depart within the void time.

Airborne Clearance
• Oxford CTAF 122.7, announce, takeoff and level off at 3,000 feet.

• Heading about 005 and maximum rate climb to 2,000, followed by a 500 FPM
rate to 3,000.

• Level at 3,000 feet and 2,400 RPM, tune NY approach on 135.1 and request and
read back IFR clearance.

• Tune and IDENT NAV1 to HFD VOR on 114.9 and OBS1 direct TO HFD.

• Transponder to 1002.

• SR turn to approximately 095 for direct to HFD.

Instrument Approaches

HYA VOR Rwy 24
• Starting location, 3 mi. SE of HYA VOR at 2,500 feet, wind 330 at 10.

• NAV1 should be tuned, press IDENT.

• ATC clears for the approach, respond to ATC.

• Pass HYA (IAF), SR turn outbound to 061, level wings and start timer for two
minutes, set OBS1 to 061.

• Intercept R-061 with a 30-degree intercept angle.

• Once established on R-061, nonprecision descent (1,200 RPM and 1,000 FPM) to
1,700 feet.
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• After 2 minutes and approach level at 1,700, procedure turn outbound to 106,
level wings and start timer for 1 minute leg, set OBS1 to 241 inbound course,
report procedure turn outbound.

• After 1 minute has elapsed, turn inbound to 286 and intercept the 241 inbound
course.

• When established on the inbound course, nonprecision descent to 1,200 feet.

• Hyannis Tower on 119.5 when directed by ATC.

• Passing the VOR and FAF, start the timer for 2:08 to the MAP, nonprecision
descent to 500 foot MDA, report HYA FAF inbound.

• After 2:08 has elapsed, begin maximum MA climb (full power and about 75 kts.).

• When above the circling minimums of 560 feet, enter a SR turn to the left and
report the missed approach to ATC.

BOS VOR/DME Rwy 27
• Starting location, 13 mi. E of BOS VOR on R-100 at 4,000, wind 180 at 10.

• NAV1 should be tuned, press IDENT.

• ATC clears for the approach, initiate a turn to 350 as directed and respond to
Boston approach, then set OBS1 to BOS 260 final approach course.

• Boston ATC clears you for the approach, comply with the directions and turn to
290 and nonprecision descent to 3,000.

• Maintain approach level at 3,000 until established on the inbound course.

• After passing SWAYS IAF at 10.4 DME, nonprecision descent to 2,300.

• Passing DEARS intersection at 7.9 DME, nonprecision descent to 1,500.

• Boston Tower on 119.1 when directed by ATC and note to report BLEAK.

• Passing BLEAK at 4.6 DME, start timing 2:56, nonprecision descent to 460 MDA
and report BLEAK.

• You will break out but continue at the MDA until reaching .2 DME to perform a
low approach.

• At the MAP, begin maximum MA climb (full power and about 75 kts.).

• When above the circling minimums of 620 feet, enter a SR turn to the left and
report the missed approach to ATC.

ORH NDB Rwy 29
• Starting location, 3 mi. NW of Crow Hill (CLY) at 3,000 and approach level, wind

360 at 10.

• ADF should be tuned, press IDENT.

• ATC clears for the approach, respond to ATC, and fly direct to CLY.

• After passing beacon (IAF), turn to 138, level wings and start timer for 1 minute,
initiate nonprecision descent to 2,500 feet and report CLY to ATC.
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• After 1 minute outbound, turn left to 288, level wings to correlate position,
then intercept the 288 course inbound.

• When directed, contact tower on 120.5 and report CLY as directed.

• After passing CLY inbound (FAF), start the timer for 2:32, initiate nonprecision
descent to 1380 MDA, and report CLY inbound.

• ATC clears for low approach and directs the missed approach procedure.

• After time elapses, initiate missed approach climb, maintain 288 heading, tune
ADF to DUNCA LOM (RS) on 279, proceed direct RS and report MA to ATC.

PVC NDB/DME Rwy 25
• Starting location, 13 mi. E of race point (RZP) NDB on a heading of 080, at 4,000

feet, wind 360 at 10.

• Set up radios: ADF to RZP 232 and IDENT, NAV1 to I-VQO 111.1 and IDENT, and
confirm DME set to NAV1.

• ATC directs turn to 350 and nonprecision descent to 2,300.

• Cleared for the approach and directed by ATC to turn to 300, intercept 256
bearing inbound and maintain 2,300 feet. Remember to reply.

• Follow ATC directions for low approach and change to CTAF on 122.8 and
announce intentions.

• After crossing BATIE intersection 7.3 DME, track 256 inbound to SOWND inter-
section at 1.5 DME and descend to 480 feet.

• Crossing SOWND, make a short descent to 420 (i.e., maintain about 1,700 to
2,000 RPM and 100 to 200 FPM descent rate.

• At .1 DME, the MAP, begin maximum climb, tune Cape approach on 118.2 and
report missed approach.

HFD LDA Rwy 2
• Starting location, 5 mi. N of Lomis (HF) LOM, 170 heading at 3,000 feet, wind at

360 at 10.

• ADF should be tuned, press IDENT.

• ATC clears for the approach, respond to ATC, and nonprecision descent to 2,400
feet.

• After leveling off at 2,400, tune NAV1 to I-HFD on 109.7, set OBS1 to 001 and
turn marker beacon receiver ON.

• Passing HF, teardrop entry, left turn to 151 degrees, roll wings level and start
timer for 1 minute, report HF to ATC.

• After 1 minute, turn right to intercept the localizer, roll wings level if you are
within one CDI dot of the localizer, and start a short-descent to 2,200 (1,700–
2,000 RPMs and 200–300 FPM rate), then fine tune your on-course heading.
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• Passing HF inbound, start timer for 3:56 (3:36 at 90 kts ground speed plus 20
seconds for 10 knots of wind on the nose).

• Non-precision descent to 580 MDA.

• Tune and contact Brainard Tower on 119.6.

• Continue at the MDA to the MAP.

• After 3:56, begin missed approach climb, SR right turn and report missed
approach.

FRG LOC-BC Rwy 32
• Starting location, 1.5 mi. S of DPK VOR, tracking DPK R-198 S on NAV2 at 3,000,

wind 060 at 10.

• Confirm NAV2 tuned to DPK on 117.7, press IDENT, continue to FISLA intersec-
tion.

• Confirm NAV1 tuned to I-FRG on 111.9 and IDENT.

• ATC clears for the approach, respond to ATC, and nonprecision descent to 1,600
feet.

• After crossing FISLA intersection, turn to 144 outbound leg and correct for
wind, time 1 minute outbound and report procedure turn outbound.

• ATC directs to contact Republic Tower on 118.8.

• After 1 minute, turn left inbound to about 300 to capture the localizer; remem-
ber this is a BC, so reverse sensing will apply.

• Passing FISLA inbound, start timer for 2:40, nonprecision descent to 400 MDA,
report FISLA inbound.

• Comply with ATC for missed approach instructions.

• If you break out, continue for low approach to the MAP.

• After the 2:40 has elapsed, begin missed approach climb, when above 540 SR
right turn, report missed approach to ATC.

ISP ILS Rwy 6
• Starting location, 3 mi. N of LOKKS (IS) LOM, heading 180 to IS, level at 3,000

feet, wind 360 at 10.

• Set up radios for approach: confirm 366 on ADF and IDENT, tune NAV1 to I-ISP
on 108.3 and IDENT, set OBS1 to the outbound course of 238, and turn on MB
receiver.

• ATC clears for the approach, respond to ATC.

• After passing IS, turn outbound to 238, level wings and start timer for 2 min-
utes, nonprecision descent to 1,900 feet and capture outbound course.

• After 2 minutes, turn left to 193, level wings and start timer, set OBS1 to 058,
and report procedure turn outbound.

• After 1 minute, right turn to 013 to intercept localizer.
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• Capture localizer and maintain 1,900 to intercept GS for precision descent
(1,500 RPM, 450–500 FPM).

• ATC directs to Long Island Tower on 119.3 and to report LOKKS inbound.

• Passing LOKKS inbound, start timer for 3:48 in case you lose the GS (to account
for headwind, add 20 seconds) and report LOKKS.

• ATC issues low approach/missed approach instructions, reply.

• At DH, initiate missed approach climb and report missed.

MHT ILS Rwy 35
• Starting location, 12 mi. SW of MHT VOR, heading 073 and tracking MHT R-253

inbound on NAV2, 3,000 feet, wind 045 at 10.

• Confirm MHT on NAV2 and IDENT.

• ATC clears for the approach, using the DME arc.

• Nonprecision descent to 2,000 feet, tune NAV1 to I-MHT on 109.1 and IDENT,
set OBS1 to 353, tune ADF to Derry (DRY) on 338 and IDENT, confirm DME set to
NAV2.

• Intercept the 7 DME arc and start your right turn about a half-mile out to 163
degrees and level the wings.

• Once on the arc, tune OBS2 to R-253 to track the arc. If past the radial (it should
be on the left side if you haven’t reached it yet), tune to 243 and turn in 10
degrees to maintain a 90-degree arc to the station, after it passes by 2 or 3 dots,
tune to 233 and turn another 10 degrees.

• Continue the procedure until you are about 15–20 degrees from the lead
radial, then tune the OBS to LR-205 and turn to 115 degrees.

• When the lead radial is captured, turn inbound to 035 to intercept the localizer,
level the wings, and turn the MB receiver on.

• You are directed to contact the tower on 121.3.

• After intercepting the localizer, make a short descent (200 to 300 FPM) to 1,800
for GS intercept.

• Capture the GS, pass the OM, start timing and report GRENI.

• At DH 434, begin MA climb to 840 feet, short turn to 340, and report missed
approach.

No-Gyro BDR VOR Rwy 6
• Starting location, 15 W of BDR VOR, vector heading of 090 without an AI or HI,

calm winds, level at 3,000 feet.

• Set up radios: NAV1 BDR VOR 108.8 and IDENT, OBS1 to 061, NAV2 to CMK VOR
on 116.6 and IDENT, OBS2 to 135 degrees to identify STANE intersection.

• ATC vectors to a heading of 150, do a timed SR turn using the panel timer.

• ATC clears you for the approach, reply.
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• When established on final approach course, commence nonprecision descent to
1,800.

• ATC hands you off to Bridgeport Tower on 120.9.

• Bridgeport Tower, report STANE intersection.

• Nonprecision descent to 380 feet and report STANE inbound.

• Cleared for low approach, report missed approach.

• After passing BDR VOR on the field, begin missed approach climb, turn to 054,
OBS1 to 054 and track, report missed approach.

IPC Flight
• Starting location, over Westchester airport (HPN), at 2,000 feet.

• ATC clears direct to HESTR (HP) for the NDB Rwy 16 approach.

• IDENT HESTR on 281 and proceed direct.

• You will be heading about 355 degrees, which will require a parallel entry for
the holding pattern procedure turn.

• You will be prompted to contact Westchester Tower on 119.7.

• After passing HP, turn to 342, level the wings and time for 1 minute outbound.

• Tower will request you report HESTR inbound.

• After 1 minute, left SR turn to 162 inbound heading, level the wings and
correlate the position, then turn for a 45 degree intercept to the NDB.

• At 45 degrees, turn to 162 to check on course.

• Passing HP inbound, start the timer, nonprecision descent and report.

• Cleared for the approach with missed approach instructions, note and read
back.

• At 3:12 and 1,120, missed approach climb to 3,000, turn left to 090 and declare
missed.

• Contact New York approach on 126.4, as directed.

• Approach clears for a block altitude and heading.

• CFII directs climb to 3,000 and maintain 090.

• CFII directs turn to a heading 120 accelerate to cruise level (2,400 RPM and 105
kts), and set up for the BDR VOR Rwy 6 approach (108.8 on VOR1, OBS1 061,
166.6 on VOR2, OBS2 135).

• CFII covers the gyro instruments for partial panel.

• ATC clears for the approach, and when established on the final approach
course, nonprecision descent to 1,800 and approach level.

• ATC hands you off to Bridgeport Tower on 120.9.

• Contact Bridgeport Tower.

• At STANE, initiate nonprecision descent to 380 and report STANE.
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• Missed approach instructions are turn to 034 and climb to 2,300 feet.

• CFII restores gyros.

• Passing the VOR, missed approach climb to 2,300 and declare missed approach.

• Tower directs you to contact New York approach on 135.1.

• New York approach directs fly a heading of 034 and maintain 2,300 until
established on the Oxford localizer (as depicted on the approach plate), and
clears for the OXC ILS Rwy 36 approach.

• Tune NAV2 to 108.8 and IDENT, OBS2 to 034, 109.55 on NAV1 and IDENT, OBS1
to 004, ADF to 362 and IDENT.

• Intercept the localizer and maintain 2,300 until reaching the GS intercept at
approach level.

• ATC directs to contact Oxford traffic on 122.7 and hands off.

• Announce intentions to Oxford traffic.

• Capture GS and precision descent to 971.

• Passing OM, start the timer.

A final word from Stan the CFI Man:

Congratulations! If you got this far, you should have completed the course
and be well on your way to having a great IPC flight with your instructor.
Thanks for flying with me. I hope I have improved your instrument flying
and provided you with the confidence you need to maintain proficiency in
the FAA-mandated instrument currency procedures.
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Appendix 2: Terminal Procedures
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Appendix 3: Troubleshooting IPC Simulator

The controls are too sensitive.
The controls are meant to be sensitive and exacting in order to help you to become
a better pilot by forcing you to concentrate on the instruments. With a little time
you will find that you have a high degree of control over the program’s movements.

The cockpit display doesn’t fit on the screen.
Adjust the screen size on your monitor’s controls to get the display to fit your
screen. In most cases, Windows will automatically re-size your screen to accept IPC
Simulator’s 800x600 graphics mode.
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Appendix 4: IPC Simulator Frequently Asked Questions

Can I log time using this program?
No, the program is not a PCATD (Personal Computer Aviation Training Device).
Moreoever, desktop flight simulators are not currently allowed for use to meet the
required instrument currency requirements. However, the program will allow you
to refresh yourself on the procedures outlined in 14 CFR Part 61.57, and obtain
proficiency before demonstrating competency in the airplane.

Why can’t I use rudder pedals during my lessons?
The simple answer is that most of the commercially available rudder controllers on
the market aren’t precise enough to allow a pilot to use them and continually pass
the lesson tests. In lab tests where different rudders were used with the software, a
very low pass rate was experienced. It was decided that it would be better to have
IPC Simulator auto-coordinate the turns by always keeping the ball centered, and
allow pilots to concentrate on pitch and bank. The rudder option is available in
Free Flight mode, where no lesson or completion parameters exist.

Why aren’t flaps included in the IPC Simulator aircraft model?
As with rudders, testing revealed that too many pilots had a hard time coordinating
power settings, pitch attitude and airspeed when dealing with the added pressure
of flap extension and retraction. IPC Simulator assumes that anyone using the
program has already obtained—or is about to obtain—his or her Private Pilot
certificate, and knows how to use the flaps on his or her aircraft.

Why is IPC Simulator so demanding?
Simply put, IPC Simulator is demanding because the Instrument Practical Test
Standards are demanding. If you find yourself getting frustrated because IPC
Simulator fails you for seemingly slight deviations in airspeed, altitude, timing or
procedure, remember that it’s much less frustrating to have IPC Simulator fail
you—and make you more consistent while doing so—than it is to have your
instructor requiring you to fly more before he will sign you off for a proficiency
check.

We’re always looking for more input from users of our software. If you have a
question that we can add to the FAQ section in future versions of this IPC Simulator
manual, please give us a call:

Aviation Supplies & Academics, Inc.
(800) ASA-2-FLY
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